
Chapter 8 Section 2 
The War  



Focus Questions #13 

• What war illusion affected the most people?  

• How did propaganda play a role in the war effort? 

• What is trench warfare, and what did it turn the war into? 

• What are some of the tactics used to combat trench warfare? Did 

it work? 

• What does war of attrition mean? What is the goal of this type of 

war?  

• What role did industrialization play during the war?  

 



ILLUSIONS  

• Before 1914 many political leaders 

thought that war involved so many 

political and economic risks that it 

was something to be avoided.  

• Others thought diplomats 

(government representatives)would 

easily be able to control any situation 

and prevent war. (Diplomacy) 

• The illusion that affected many 

people the most was the thought of 

war being thrilling and a positive 

experience.  

 



PROPAGANDA 

• Government Propaganda was 

spread to influence public opinion for 

or against the war enemy. 

• Propaganda was responsible for 

stirring up national hatreds.  

• Europeans responded eagerly to the 

urgent pleas of their leaders to 

defend the homeland against 

aggressors.  

• As a result most people seemed 

genuinely convinced that their 

nation’s cause was just.  



TRENCH WARFARE  

• The war quickly turned into a stalemate 

as neither the Germans nor the French 

could dislodge each other from the 

trenches they had dug for shelter. 

• Trenches were ditches protected by 

barbed wire. Two lines of trenches 

soon reached from the English Channel 

to the frontiers of Switzerland.  

• The Western Front had become 

bogged down in trench warfare that 

kept both sides in virtually the same 

positions for four years.  

 



TACTICS OF TRENCH WARFARE 

• To deal with the stalemate the 

generals decided to throw masses of 

men against enemy lines after 

artillery.  

• First they would use artillery and 

bomb the opposition for hours.  

• Then the men would leave the 

trenches and attack with fixed 

bayonets hoping to work their way 

towards the enemy trenches.  

• The attacks rarely worked because 

men advancing across an open field 

could be fired by machine guns.  



WAR OF ATTRITION 

• In 1916 and 1917 millions of young 

men died fighting for the elusive 

breakthrough.  

• In the Battle of Verdun 700,000 

French and German young men lost 

their lives over a few miles of land. 

• WWI had turned into a War of 

Attrition, a war based on wearing the 

other side down by constant attacks 

and heavy losses.  

• One side would eventually have to 

give up based on the cost and the 

number of lives lost.  

 



INDUSTRIALIZATION 

• The industrial revolution was largely 

responsible for bringing about the change 

in which wars were fought.  

• Assembly lines, factories, and raw 

materials allowed for the mass production 

of war supplies that were made available.  

• Railroads were able to supply the troops 

much more quickly and to replace worn 

out troops with ready reserves.  

• Essentially weapons and the technology 

created because of industrialization 

allowed soldiers to be more efficient in 

killing the enemy. 


